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ABSTRACT
The maintenance of the quasi-stationary waves obtained
through numerically integrating a 2-level quasi-geostrophic
spectral model on a B-plane is investigated. An idealized
topography which has only wavenumber n in the zonal direc-
tion and the first mode in the meridional direction is us ed to
force the quasi-stationary waves. It is shown that the topo-
graphical forcing is not necessarily the mechanism for main-
taining the quasi-stationary waves.
Introduction. The earth's topographical forcing is one of the
major mechanisms for producing quasi-stationary waves in the atmos-
phere. Many studies have been made on the role of the topography in
forcing these waves, such as Charney and Eliassen (1949), and Derome
and Wiin-Ntelsen (1971). Saltzman (1968) gives a general review of this
kind of study.
There have also been some observational studies on the mainten-
ance of the quasi-stationary component of the atmospheric circulation.
Holopainen (1970) studied the energy balance of the quasi-stationary dis-
turbauces in the northern hemisphere. He concluded that in winter the
quasi-stationary disturbances are usually baroclinic waves which extract
available potential energy from the zonally averaged mean flow. These
waves then convert part of their potential energy into kinetic energy to
offset the destruction of the latter by small-scale turbulent friction,
large-scale transient motion and conversion into zonally-averaged mean
motion. As far as the energy balance of the quasi-stationary waves is
concerned, the effect of mountains seems to be very small. In summer
the stationary disturbances appear to form a thermally-driven system.
Thus it is not obvious how the theoretically calculated stationary
waves are related to the observed quasi-stationary waves. Our objec-
tive is to examine the maintenance of the quasi-stationary waves pro-
duced by a simple 2-level quasi-geostrophic truncated spectral model, in
which the dependence of the mechanism for maintaining the waves upon
parameters, such as the wavenumber n, the imposed thermal equilibrium
temperature gradient ATe, and damping coefficients, can be readily
obtained.
Two-level quasi-geostrophic truncated spectral model. The
planetary-scale waves forced by topography and the cyclone-scale tran-
sient waves can be described by the quasi-geostrophic system of equa-
tions on a B-plane. We assume that the motion takes place in a cyclic
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zonalchanuelof width Yo in the y (meridional) direction and of a length
X o in the X (zonal) direction. Then, we have the following governing
equations in p-coordinates:
f_(_-_ ÷ _gV•_ _g + BVg- o_p -- -g-_p _. _ x _, (t)
_¢ _o - R _ (2)
• _ + _p - O, (3)
__
-_p _ -a, (4)
where Su is static stability, _ = _gp2u (_v/_ p) the frictional stress,
p_ horfzontally _veraged density, u Rinema_ic coefficient of turbuleng
eddy viscosity, Q = - _ Cu(T-Te) diabatic heating, Te the imposed
thermal equilibrium temperature, and U a constant. Other variables
have their usual meaning.
The static stability Sp is assumed to be a constant. The diabatic
heating is in the form of Ne_ctonian cooling, where T e is a function of y
only. We assume the following boundary conditions:
v = V = 0
g
_T = O' _T = 0
_B = PBCDy_.g ' °JB= -OBgV_Vh
at y = 0, Yo
at p = PT' the top ofthe
model atmosphere,
at p = Pn, the bottom of
the nud_l atmosphere
where C_ is the drag coefficient, h the topographic function and PB a
standardUair density at the bottom of the atmosphere.
In the vertical direction, we divide the mass of the atmosphere
into two equal layers. We carry _ and _ at levels 1 (250 mb) and 3
(750 rob), _ and _ at the top (0 mb) and bottom of the atmosphere, and
_, _ and _ at the middle level (500 mb).
Horizontally we expand variables in terms of double Fourier ser-
ies. The detailed mathematical treatment is given by Yao (1977). In
the results discussed below we restrict ourselves to some highly trunca-
ted cases where only the first three meridional modes and wavenumbers
n and 2n are allowed, n is the lowest existing eddy wavenumber in the
x-direction, as well as the wavenumber of the topography. We only have
first mode for the topography and the imposed thermal equilibrium tem-
perature. We will restrict ourselves to the cases n = 2 and n = 3, so
that both topographical forcing and baroclinic instability are significant,
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and occur at realistic wavenumbers.
The spectral model was integrated initially to determine the qua-
si-equilibrium state. Unless otherwise mentioned, we used the following
parameter settings: X ° = 2_ReCOS 45 ° , where R is the earth's radius,
Yo = 60° latitudinal length, Sp = 0.03 m2mb-2se e-2, fo = 10-4s'l'
= 1.6 x 10-11m-is -1, kB = 4k I, p = 2k I, where kB _=pBgCD/AP
and k I - g2O2s v /Ap 2. The amplitude used for the topography is 750 m.
The densities at level 2 and at the surface are based on Ts2 .: 250 K
and T B = 280 K, respectively. We define AT e = Te(0 ) - Te(Yo).
Maintenance of quasi-stationary waves. In considering the
energy balance of the atmospheric flow we employ the kinetic energy and
the available potential energy of time-averaged zonal mean flow KZ and
Az,of time-averaged eddies (K s and As) and of transient flow (KT and
AT).Fig. 1 shows the energy exchange processes in an energy cycle
diagram. The arrows indicate the direction of the energy conversions
when they are positive. CB(Kz, Ks) is the energy conversion due to top-
ographic effect. This topographical effect is in the form of vertical geo-
potential flux at the surface.
Case n = 3. Fig. 2 is the stability diagram for n=3. The curve
defining the transition between the Hadley and the Rossby regimes is ob-
tained by a stability study (Yao 1977). In the indicated Rossby regime I,
the kinetic energy of quasi-stationary waves (Ks) is maintained mainly
by the topographical forcing, whereas in the Rossby regime II, Ks is
maintained mainly through the energy conversion A s ÷ Ks. In both Ross-
by regimes I and H, the available potential energy of the quasi,stationary
waves (As) is maintained by the energy conversion A z * A s. WhenATe
or 1/K T is sufficiently large, the model's motion becomes highly irregu-
lar and a clear distinction between different Rossby regimes can not be
made; however, when A Te orl/K I is very large the assumption of a con-
stant static stability is invalid.
As an example from Rossby regime H, Fig. 3 shows the thne-
averated energy cycle diagram from the results of integration for the
combination A T e = 38 K and 1/k I = 26 days. A s is maintained by the
energy conversion A z ÷ A_. A portion of A s is theu converted to the ki-
netic energy of quasi-stationary waves, Ks. Ks is also produced from
the conversion Kz_ K_ through the topographical effect. It can be seen
that C(As, K_) is considerably larger than CB(Kz, Ks). We conclude
that for this'case the kinetic energy of the quasi-stationary waves is
maintained mainly by the energy conversion A s ÷ Ks. This is consistent
with the findings of Holopainen (1970) for winter.
As an example from Rossby regime I, Fig. 4 shows the energy
cycle diagram for the combination of 1/k I = 26 days and AT e = 34 K. It
is apparent in this case that the quasi-stationary waves are maintained
by the topographical effect CB(Kz, Ks) , rather than by the conversion
C(As, KS).
Case n -- 2. For n = 2 a delineation between different Rossby
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Fig. 1. Energy cycle diagram. The
arrows indicate the positive direc-
tion of individual processes as defined.
Wig. 2. Stability diagram
for the case u = 3.
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Fig. 3. Energy Cycle of the quasi-
steady state with n = 3, 1/K I = 26
days and _T e = 38 K. Energy
is in m2/s _', whtle^co.nversion
rates are in 10-4m_s _.
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but
with AT e = 34 K.
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regimes is not well defined. For relatively small values of AT_ and
I/KI, typical of atmospheric values, Ks inthe Rossby regime i_smain-
mined by topographical forcing, whereas A s is maintained by energy
conversion Az÷As. When /x Te or I/K I is sufficiently large, the motion
becomes highly irregular and no systematic change of regimes is ob-
served.
Discussion. The finding that quasi-stationary waves are main-
tained by energy couversious Az÷ A s and A s -_ Ks when n=3 with A Te
and I/K I moderately large implies that in 1Rossby regime II these quasi-
stationary waves are generated mainly by baroclinic instability, flow-
ever, the baroclinic waves generated are also stationary. According to
Stone (1977), this is a plausible explanation of the baroclinic nature
associated with quRsi-statiouary waves as observed by Holopainen (1970)
in winter. It is noted, though, that topography is needed to trigger the
generation of available potential energy As; if there is no topography
C (Az, As) is negligible.
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